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XI. —Memoirs on Geographic Botany. By Richard Brinsley

Hinds, Sm-geon, R.N., F.R. Coll. Surg.

[Continued from p. 30.]

If it has been ever the reader^s fortune to traverse an extensive

ocean, he must have felt at the end of the voyage that all his

previous ideas respecting space had undergone a considerable

modification. During the voyage he has often gone on deck to

view the vessel hastening through the water, and to gaze on the

unchanging horizon ; day after day he beholds the vessel hurrying

on, but the scene around remains the same. As his observations

extend, he compares the velocity of his ship and the unchange-
able nature of the scene, till he becomes insensibly impressed
with the extent and vastness of the surface over which he has

travelled. He has had a practical proof of a circumstance, which

it is very true his reason might have partially displayed to him,
but it has made a much firmer impression on his mind than any
effort of intelligence could have produced, and the importance is

proportionately increased. In fact, he concludes his voyage with

his ideas of space greatly enlarged, and the world he inhabits

seems to him larger than he ever thought it was before.

A very similar feeling possesses the traveller as he penetrates
an extensive forest. Every morning he commences his journey,

patiently pursuing the winding pathways through interminable

multitudes of trees and shrubs, till, when evening arrives, he is

hardly less fatigued with the monotony of the scene than with

the exertions of the day. His feelings are the same as those at

sea,
—he is surprised at the interminable character of the scene,

and his ideas of space are measured by a greater standard. He
wonders at the vast multitudes of vegetable beings ; whence they
could possibly have drawn nourishment to rear such solid struc-

tures
; he speculates on their age, and lastly on their use. In both

cases the ideas of space are the same, but they have received an

impulse from the novelty of the scene ; perhaps assisted also by
the perfect stillness which reigns so completely in deep forests,

and during the heat of the day the silence is more painful than

on the wide ocean. The chief difference between the two is,

that one is a sea of waters, the other a sea of trees.

The reader who has confined his travels to his own country, I

would reconmaend to open a map of the two Americas. Let him
trace them throughout from north to south, and he will scarcely
find a spot which does not support a vegetation of some kind or

other; the deserts and ungenial spots being few and limited.

A great part is covered with forest-trees of unequalled growth,
and where a smaller vegetation prevails, the number of individuals

is greater than ever. It is not merely the tropic regions which
Ann.
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are prolific; the temperate regions liave also their dense and

gloomy forests ; in fact it is beyond all human possibility to form

any numerical estimate of the amount of the vegetable kingdom ;

it would be like counting the sands of the Great Sahara. Let the

imagination picture all it can of multitade^ space, and prolific

increase, and some conception may be conveyed to the mind.

Every botanical region of the globe possesses a flora having
features which proclaim relations with other regions ;

these

vary according to the nature of the relationship and the circum-

stances under which the respective floras exist. The value of the

points of connexion fluctuates as the comparisons are drawn from

groups of plants united by general characters, or from others

less common and more intimately connected with their existence.

The modes of relation are three in number, corresponding in a

general manner with the three assemblages of vegetable forms

known as families, genera, and species. By the families are esta-

bUshed the most distant and general resemblances, constituting

analogy ; by the genera a closer approximation, or affinity ; and by
the species the most perfect accordance of characters, or identity.

Generally these modes of resemblance coincide with the paral-
lel groups ;

but there are instances of analogy and afiinity, which
must be admitted as such, and yet are not so closely limited.

As an instance of this kind, as regards analogy, may be men-
tioned the existence of Ficoidece chiefly in South Africa, and of

CactecB almost entirely in the two Americas. The analogical re-

semblance arises from the great succulence met with in these

two families, together with a certain correspondence in their

organic structure. A further illustration occurs in the alpine
flora of the Canaries and Mount Etna ; in the former Semper-
vivum has numerous species, and not one is indigenous to the

latter, where Sedum is nearly equally abundant. Whilst then it

is admitted that there is some difficulty in fixing the precise
limitation of these terms, they may be considered, as a rule, to

display the coincidence expressed above.

Whenever an analogy exists, it by no means follows that there

should be a further connexion by affinity or identity, for the na-

ture of the analogical resemblance does not require this. On the

other hand, when there is an affinity between two regions, it

presupposes also an analogy ; and when the relation is so intimate

as to estabhsh an identity, there is necessarily both an analogy
and an affinity.

The sources of analogy being derived from natural families,

and the latter as we have seen usually widely diff'used, they are

abundant in all vegetable regions, founded on latitude, which

approach each other. In the tropical regions throughout, there

is a great similarity in the families, those existing in one or more

being often common to the others. In the subtropic and other
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regions it is the same, from the general similarity of controlling
circumstances. Sometimes an analogy will be established be-

tween two regions not parallel, when external circumstances are

peculiar: the temperate (Iroquois) region of North America

presents some analogous features to the subtropic portion of

Europe ; the tropics also establish an analogy with temperate and

subtropic Europe and America, by the latter possessing indige-
nous species of Palmce and CinchonacecRy these families being

chiefly tropical. Between corresponding regions in the north

and south hemispheres the analogy is also great, since under

similar circumstances we everywhere find a similar assemblage of

plants.
When tracing affinity, a closer view of vegetable organization

is required, since its existence is drawn from genera. Generally
it is found to follow analogy in similar regions ;

thus we find

it strongly developed in parallel regions in the same hemisphere,
and in analogous regions in difi*erent hemispheres. The latter

offer some highly interesting comparisons, as also do the resem-

blances of affinity between regions which are not parallel. Punica

granatum, originally indigenous on the northern shore of Africa,

though since spread over the warmer portions of the globe,

acknowledges a congener from Guiana, P. nana, the former

being an inhabitant of the European subtropic region, the latter

of the American north tropic. In this instance the value of

the relation is increased, since none are found elsewhere and
the means of affinity are few, Punica having but two species.
Nowhere is affinity so admirably maintained as between different

mountain ranges, the resemblances in their diff*erent alpine floras

being so extensive and so similar in widely-spread ranges. The

genera existing on one of these is frequently repeated by kindred

species on others, whilst the whole contents of a zone will bear

a close comparison with those of a similar zone elsewhere. Alpine

vegetation, always fascinating, is again linked by interesting affi-

nities with various regions : if on elevations within the tropics,
the zones passed through in ascent will respectively resemble the

subtropic, temperate, and arctic regions. Draba has several

species in the mountains of Mexico, connecting the flora with

the temperate regions of Europe and Asia where the species are

abundant.

In the relation of identity we possess the closest resemblance

in the productions : as the word implies, it consists in the co-

existence of some of exactly the same forms in different regions,
some of the species of one being indigenous to another. Between

parallel regions the identity is of course greatest, but the different

parallel regions vary in the intensity of this character. From ob-

servations on a great number of species, the average of duplicates
H2
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in the six great divisions or provinces is 1 in 325, and the amount
fluctuates in different countries on both sides of this estimate, ac-

cording to physical circumstances. Within parallel tropical regions
the amount is smallest, and increases as we advance tov^^ards the

north, through the subtropic and temperate regions, till the max-
imum is attained in the arctic. This progressive increase in the

northern hemisphere is no doubt due to the configuration of the

land, the large continental masses here closely approximating,
and forming almost a continuous surface about the arctic circle,

assisted also by the great similarity of climate. In the southern

hemisphere there is precisely an opposite distribution of land

and water, the continents gradually growing narrower towards

the south, and yielding to the ocean of waters, which at the ant-

arctic circle is scarcely broken by land. Of 233 species col-

lected in Kotzebue^s Sound one half are found in Europe, whilst

a similar proportion crosses Behring^s Straits, and are repeated
in Siberia. Though the affinity between similar regions in the

two hemispheres, or between distant mountain chains, is strongly

characterized, the relations of identity are extremely slight ; in

the latter particularly so, where it is rare to meet with species

identically the same as those of the plains.
It is by these three methods of relation that the flora of one

region or country is to be compared with another, and an ana-

lysis established, conclusive and satisfactory, whence its import-
ance as an isolated flora, or compared with others, is ascertained.

Alpine vegetation judged by these characters loses some of its

importance, its relation being chiefly that of affinity, the species

belonging to genera whose maximum exists near the level of the

sea; hence peculiar groups, as genera and families, are very

rarely limited to them. The features of the vegetation of the

lowlands are repeated in accordance with controlling circum-

stances, marked and peculiar characters being seldom met with.

To illustrate more fully these different relations, we will sketch

an outline of the flora of the Sandwich islands, which, from their

solitary situation in a wide ocean, are well adapted for this pur-

pose.
These islands, eleven in number, including two which are

scarcely more than rocks, stretch obHquely across a point inter-

sected by 21° N.L. and 157° W.L. They are distant 2900 miles

from America, 3500 from Asia, and nearly the same from the most

projecting part of NewHolland. Numerous islands intervene be-

tween the two latter of these continents, but those towards the

Sandwich islands are mostly small and unimportant. The climate

is extremely equable and not disagreeably warm; in 1838 the mean

temperature was 77°, and the range of the thermometer from 85°

to 66°, being nineteen degrees. IMuch rain falls in some of the
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deeper valleys, but varies greatly in quantity in different situations

and different islands. On the plain on which the capital is built,

twenty-one inches fell in the above year ; but this is considerably
less than what falls more towards the interior of the island, and on
the elevated parts. The surface is very irregular, has but little level

land, and consists chiefly of mountain ranges of moderate height,
intersected by numerous deep and fertile valleys ;

the superficies
of the whole is about 7000 square miles. The soil, resulting
from the decomposition of several varieties of lava, is very fruit-

ful, but requires much water ; supplied with plenty of the latter,

its productiveness is unlimited.

Their geographical position bestows on them a tropical flora,

whilst the irregularities of surface ensure variety. For the present,

however, we are confined to the plains. Cinchonace(B, Guttifercey

Sapindacea, arborescent Euphorbiacea, tree-ferns, and a solitary

representative of PalmcEy omitting the cocoa-nut, with other

families equally tropical, but not quite so abundant, stamp its

general features. The relations of the flora to the American and
Asiatic tropic are so nicely balanced, that it is difficult to decide

of which it most partakes ; the sources of analogy are perhaps
most numerous with the Asiatic. With more distant regions
it has also relations through some members of CrucifercBy Saxi-

frageae and Umhellifera, families abounding in temperate regions,
and presenting an analogy the tropics do not often display. Each
of these families is but feebly represented: Cm«/er« has two

species of genera belonging to the European temperate region,
hence an affinity with that portion of the globe : this is further

supported by an umbelliferous plant, Hydrocotyle interruptay
which is regarded in the islands as originally a native plant, and
is also widely diffused elsewhere : the genus supplies another

affinity to temperate regions, whilst the species acknowledges an

identity with several others. The saxifrageous plant, Broussaisia

arguta, supplies an analogy alone; the genus and species are

found only in the Sandwich islands. Like other islands they
have a multitude of ferns. An analogy, stronger than usually
prevails in tropical countries, is established with subtropical re^

gions through shrubby Compositce, Labiafa, and some others.

The affinities are numerous, and very equally distributed be-

tween New Holland, Asia and America. In common with Asia
are the genera Cyrtandra, Santalum, and Elceocarpus ; with Ame-
rica, Clusia, Brunellia, and Heliotropium ; and with NewHolland,
Metrosideros, CyathodeSy Pittosporuniy and Exocarpus. Few of
their species are the same, the relations ceasing chiefly with the

genus.
The repetition of species indigenous elsewhere is also consider-

able : taking one hundred and sixty-five of the phsenogamous^
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fourteen were found to be American, twelve Asiatic, thirteen

common with New Holland, twenty with the other Polynesian
islands, and thirteen with Europe. Some of the ferns are Ame-
rican, a few Asiatic. Of the whole flora, about a moiety of the

species are found beyond the islands. Much of the vegetation
is thus identical with other countries, but is distributed among
them v/ith surprising impartiality.

The grounds on which its peculiarities rest, and on which its

individuality as an independent flora depends, may be briefly
hinted. The islands are without any plants which are likely to

confer on them an exclusive natural family. Cyrtandracem and
Sccevolece they possess in comparatively greater intensity than

others. Their only considerable genus is Kadua
;

it has eight
or nine species. There are besides a few other genera limited to

the islands, but they have chiefly a solitary species each, rarely
as many as two or three. About one half the species as yet
known are confined to their own shores, but as a further acquaint-
ance is gained with the flora, this number will be most probably
increased. Those extensive compact forests of bulky and lofty

trees, which it is customary to find in tropical countries, have no
existence in the Sandwich islands. Their trees are not usually
of large growth, and they crowd up the sheltered and moist val-

leys. The plains are comparatively bare or only thinly wooded,
the trees preferring the precipitous sides of the mountains. Nor
has the vegetation that variety of shades of green to be expected ;

the leaves are of a dull lurid colour, generally they are small in

size, and more or less entire. The flowers are equally inconspi-
cuous for size, and do not possess much richness of colours :

the xanthic varieties greatly prevail, often rendered dull by a

greenish hue. LeguminoscB are said to be proportionately rare in

the Polynesian islands; in this group they are far from abundant.

As far as is yet known, no OrchidacecB are indigenous, a circum-

stance the more remarkable, since they are not uncommon in the

Society islands.

Welook in vain to these islands for evidence of the migration
of their flora. Though their own proper vegetation is below the

average, and is mixed largely with species common to other lands,

the number still remains sufficiently great to place any ideas of

its individuality beyond a doubt. They must be regarded as

possessing an original vegetation, which, whilst it has received

species from other countries, has sent occasionally some of its

members abroad to colonize the coral islands as they gradually

emerge from the ocean. In all probability, the solitary species

of Kadua found on Romanzofi* island has wandered from its na-

tive soil ;
and Chamisso collected fifty-two species on the Radack

chain, a third of which are found on the Sandwich islands.
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The part which vegetation performs in the economy of nature

is in every way capable of exciting our admiration at the harmony
and mutual dependence existing among the several kingdoms.
In the connexion of the latter with each other, it is not easy to

discover a point where it can be said these cease or begin. We
learn that a portion of the earth became dry land, and was thus

prepared for the clothing of vegetation with which it was imme-

diately invested. The heavenly bodies were rolled into their sta-

tions, and that variety of light and temperature required by plants
was bestowed on them. The vegetable kingdom left in this con-

dition would have flourished in boundless luxuriance, but without

any very apparent use, and another host of organized beings was
soon added, to keep its vigour in check, and to derive nutriment
from it. Among the countless myriads of animals now called into

existence, it is impossible to say how far they depress the exube-

rance; the multitudes of insects constantly feeding on the foliage,
the flocks of birds always on the search for seeds, and the

herbaceous animals tearing the branches from the trees and the

roots from the soil, must cause vast quantities to disappear.
Even with all these, however, a very slight impression can ever

be made, and a limit to its excess is derived from the property
of all plants to run through a certain com'se and then die.

Plants, like all organized beings, have a determinate period to

their existence. This varies greatly ;
some scarcely survive be-

yond a few hours, others a few months, and some extend through
many years, even through ages, each in its existence performing
an assigned set of functions. Every species is endued with a

certain period of vitality which it receives from its organization.

Among trees, the ash and the elder do not attain the longevity of

the oak. Individuals, besides the specific attributes conferred on

them, are liable to casualties which may extend or contract their

duration. Among the natural causes are, the varying influence

of climate within the range of their growth, situation, whether
in the interior or margins of forests, and certain injuries to which

they are exposed from animals. The removal of plants from one
climate to another is capable of converting annuals into biennials

and the reverse, and cultivation will sensibly protract the life of

others. The larger vegetation when assembled in masses will be
observed to carry with it certain appearances indicative of age,
and in this state of things climate seems the chief agent. Two
spots on the same latitude, and with coeval forests, may in one
have every appearance of great age and longevity, and in the

other all the signs of youth and vigour.
Dissolution at length overtakes all organized beings, the prin-

ciple of life is withdrawn, and they are resolved into their consti-

tuents. With the removal of life organization ceases, chemical
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affinities assume activity, and the inorganic kingdom claims the

rest : this is now the magazine whence future plants are to draw
their food, and derive vigour to pursue their functions.

With regard to the chemical effects it is capable of producing,
these are perhaps but slight. Vegetation has a salutary influence

over the atmosphere by the removal of carbon ; this agency is

confined to the green organs, those parts coloured giving it out,

but not in the same proportion. A positive prejudicial action is

sometimes exerted over the health of man : the rank luxuriance

of the vegetation of warm climates, where there is abundant

moisture, creates a malarious atmosphere which fully balances

its otherwise good effects. It cannot be concealed that some
countries are so extremely fatal to human life, as to make them
almost uninhabitable. Whenthe vegetation of an unhealthy spot
is removed, and the soil exposed for a time to the sun^s heat, it

becomes comparatively healthy, as has been the case at Sierra

Leone.

Man has without doubt been powerfully affected by the nature

of the vegetation. It is so often combined with climate that it

is not easy to estimate the power of each separately, and yet there

is a wide difference between the herbivorous man of the South

who scarcely ever touches animal food, and the carnivorous being
of the North, whose fi'ame requires the stimulus of a large pro-

portion of meat. The Indian of the Pampas lives on horse-flesh,

and sometimes beef; his disposition is as untameable as his food

is gross. The Hindoo is usually content with vegetable food, and

presents in every respect a strong contrast of character. The

pastoral habits of the tribes of Asia Minor, the adjacent countries,

and of some portions of North America, are forced on them by
the nature of the vegetation. To prevent the chances of starva-

tion for themselves and their flocks and herds, they traverse the

plains in pursuit of vegetation. But how much does this imply !

every circumstance around them must be adapted to their migra-

tory habits —limited personal property, hardihood, patient en-

durance, skilfulness in resources, and a recklessness which emi-

nently fits them for the vicissitudes of their checkered life.

Weshall now conclude by referring briefly to some of those

external characters of vegetation which contribute towards its

physiognomy.
The surface of the globe presents a great diversity in its fea-

tures, attributable to the extremely irregular physical distribu-

tion of its parts, and its unequal exposure to the heavenly bodies,

especially the sun. Throughout the kingdoms of nature this

variety is distinctly marked, and the general impression conveyed
is so universally acknowledged, that any person, totally unac-

quainted with the principles of natural history, feels no hesitation
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in pointing out tlie native country of any quadruped, bird, or

insect, with distinctive general characters. With plants it is the

same ; only a little closer observation is required, since they do

not fix themselves so firmly in the mind as the animal kingdom.
Still a well-informed person will form a correct judgement of the

part of the globe whence many of the plants in a collection of

exotics may have been obtained; he will easily separate the

plants of the tropics from those of colder regions, and not un-

likely will discriminate between the plants of different continents

in the same parallels. The varieties which are thus so generally
evident become multiplied in the eyes of a botanist after a little

examination, and he can trace certain points of distinction and

resemblance, which render them highly interesting and often

important to our subject.
In the vegetable kingdom, the peculiar organization which

gives rise to this diversity of appearance in different regions
does not originate in those characters which are taken for the

purposes of classification, but is due to others of a more general

kind, and which we shall attempt to explain. It depends also on
a more extensive view of the flora, influenced by the method of

grouping, the general outlines of individuals, and their shades of

colour. The impressions conveyed by these constitute what has

been termed the physiognomy of vegetation ; expressive of its

powers of giving a bias to a scene or landscape. It must be con-

fessed, that though the eye catches any peculiarities, and can

convey to the mind a correct impression of the same, it is often

extremely difficult to express them in language, and in fact they
are so deficient of positive characters, that any words we have
cannot express them. Who is there that would pretend to de-

scribe in language the exact grouping of a mass of clouds, or give
a shape to the waves of the ocean, or to the foam they dash from
their crests ? The painter however can do this ; he can closely

represent the clouds and waves, whilst he also can express on
canvas the physiognomy of a landscape. If we turn to the rural

scenes of our best artists, what delight do they convey from their

correctness, and from portraying to us so exactly what we may
every day see in nature ! How faithful are the landscapes of
Titian and Claude Lorraine, and how happily have they caught
and expressed the outlines and groupings of vegetation ! Not
merely have artists succeeded in representing a particular land-

scape, but certain species of trees and shrubs with such correctness,
that they are evident on the slightest inspection. But it must
be acknowledged, that while the artist does seize many of these
features with his brush, which the naturalist is unable to describe
with his pen, the former is enabled

Jto select his subjects from the
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whole vegetable world, whilst every plant claims equally the atten-

tion of the latter.

It may be interesting to mention a difficulty of this kind which
I experienced ; and I shall give it in the same words I used at the

time, when a luxuriant tropic vegetation was before me, and the

impressions were fresh on the mind. After some experience

among tropical vegetation, the duties of my profession removed
me to high northern latitudes, and I thought a return to the

tropics a particularly favourable opportunity of seizing the more

prominent features, without the mind being induced to picture too

freely from the novelty of the subject. A portion of my remarks
was as follows :

—" After looking on the vegetation of high lati-

tudes for some months past, I felt more alive on our return to

the tropics to the characteristic features of their vegetation. It

is very plain that this has peculiarities easily distinguishable by
the eye, but which it has puzzled me to find adequate language
to express. The most prominent circumstance is its superior

denseness, added to which there is, when looking on distant

masses, a roundness and fullness of outline not shared with floras

of other regions. Of course I now speak only of its pictorial
characters as seen from a distance, and the general features it is

capable of giving to a landscape. What are generally called

tropical views contain some near representation of particular ob-

jects, as palms, tree-ferns, &c., and form no part of what I wish
to express. I expected to find a greater richness of colouring,
but I do not discover that the tropical forests surpass in the least

the rich deep-green fir-forests of North-west America illumined

by a mid-day sun. The only ground of surpassing excellence is

the occasional variety of tints, and the green generally presents
that shade which artists obtain by a greater admixture of yellow.^^

Perhaps it is owing to the variety in the shades of green,
in plants of difierent latitudes and places, that artists have suc-

ceeded so well in representing them. Every region will offer

some difference in this, to some extent confined to itself. The

deep-green forests of the North are peculiar to them
; those of

the tropics have a yellower or more autumnal tint
; in the sub-

tropic regions the shade of colour of the leaves is of an olive-green;
maritime vegetation also has its glaucous hue. Physiologists have

attempted to account for these different tints : Mustel, Chevreul,
and Senebier represent that, though carbon is apparently black,
on examination it will really be found to be blue. The latter also

maintains that the vegetable tissue is not exactly white, but of a

pale yellow ; hence, as in similar cases, it is easy to comprehend
how the mixture of the blue and the yellow produces the green.
To support this opinion, he cites the green which is obtained by
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mixing together China ink and gamboge, and that by vaiying
the proportions, all the shades of green are produced which are

found in the foliaceous organs of plants. DeCandolle adds, that

though this explanation is somewhat mechanical, it is very likely

to be correct.

The Chinese, with that practical application of facts to pur-

poses of utility which so pre-eminently distinguishes them as a

nation, have availed themselves of some of these features in their

landscape gardening. To convey the appearance of distance,

trees of the loftiest and largest growth with foliage of the deepest

green are selected for the foreground. Others of smaller stature

and more subdued shades are placed in the distance ; whilst to

vary the surface and increase the apparent extent, groups of

suitable trees, selected also with a due regard to the influence of

the seasons, are judiciously scattered about. To aid the effects

produced by vegetation, representations of old ruins, receding
walls, and time-worn rock-work, are all made available.

All the species which enter into the flora of a country do not

equally assist to give a certain physiognomy ; and they will vary

considerably among themselves as to their power of doing so.

Trees and shrubs from their size will surpass herbaceous plants,
whilst these also will excel each other according to any pecu-
liarities of organization they may possess. The prevalence of

certain families in particular regions will often be highly charac-

teristic : none would feel at a loss when surrounded by Cruciferce
and Umbelliferce ;

or when traversing a plain covered with Eri-

cacecSj a grove of Chamcerops palmetto, or a thicket of Melastoma.
Whenplants become gregarious, especially those of larger growth,

they deeply impress features on the scenery around them. An
impression of this kind is also liable to occur from an opposite
cause. Supposing in a forest where the trees possess a similar

aspect and manner of growth, there occur one or two, or more
individuals of a totally different character; these latter will

obtain a prominence which is not due to them from their num-
bers, but from their peculiarities. A circumstance of this kind

strongly impressed me in the Brazilian forest, when encountering
a few individuals of Ai-aucaria hraziliensis in the midst of trees

not distinguished for their physiognomy.
To obtain some numerical value for those plants which appeared

to give a character, I assembled a number of different species in

Devonshire, and after carefully examining them, and making the
freest allowances, I came to the conclusion that in 100 species,

forty-eight might be considered as contributing to the physio-

gnomy of the flora, and fifty- two were too insignificant to assist in
this. It occurred to me to repeat the observation within the

tropics, where I found the numbers very similar, though the pro-
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portions were reversed : in 100 species they were respectively

fifty-three and forty-seven.
The general contour of the stems of trees^ with the mode of

division of their ramifications, often present peculiarities. In tem-

perate regions there are many trees thus distinguished, as the

species of Quercus, Populus and Salioo, to which may be added

Pinus and Cupressus, which are so eminently expressive in a land-

scape. Omitting the more tropical forms, as palms, huge her-

baceous EndogencBj and others which are equally unique, this

region contains trees of singular habits of growth. It would be

difficult to fix on the most marked. Some might select many of

the species of Ficus, and point out the complex appearance of

their main stems, the immense horizontal extension of their

branches, with the great proportionate lowness of the whole tree;

and what seems more curious than all, the immense number of

smaller stems in every stage of development, some just pro-

truding from the horizontal branches, others pendent midway
between the canopy and the soil, displaying on each thick rounded

extremity an enormous spongiole ; many too have reached the

soil, and having attained strength and size, act as columns to

support the whole structure. The tropical forest abounds with

these in every variety of growth and apparent distortion. Again,
there is the gigantic Bombax ceiha : the trunk of this tree re-

sembles a cone greatly elongated, and stretching above the sum-

mits of all the other trees, whilst from its base spread huge

processes diverging on all sides, and taking a powerful hold of

the earth ;
where these are lost in the trunk it is of great girth,

and continues upwards gradually diminishing in size, and some-

times enlarging for a space, till high in the air it sends forth its

branches, chiefly in a horizontal direction. The greater part of

the year these are destitute of leaves, and support a number of

pendent pods, filled with the silky threads surrounding the seeds.

Humboldt speaks of a forest of Cactus, not mere herbaceous

plants, but tall trees with stems yielding wood suitable for do-

mestic purposes. Equally characteristic and far more beautiful is

a forest consisting of bamboos. There is one kind of palm which

must present a strange appearance to the botanist, accustomed

to regard the straight naked stems of this tribe : this is the

dourn palm [Cucifera thebaica) of Egypt and Abyssinia, whose

trunk is branched in a dichotomous manner. I should perhaps

hardly appreciate the novel feature this must present to the

traveller, had I not seen in Mexico a tall full-grown palmetto,

forked at about the middle of its length, and remember the mo-

mentary surprise I felt at the circumstance. Subsequently, in

New Ireland, 1 twice noticed this circumstance in a Cycas.

Leaves are characteristic from several circumstances :—
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1. They vary greatly in tlieir size or dimensions. —The largest
leaves are found among Endogena, where they are frequently

distinguished for their extent of surface. Aquatic plants have

often large leaves. Among terrestrial plants, some of the species
of MagnoliacecBy Melastomace<2 and Solanece are remarkable.

Lappa glabra, Heracleum spondylium, and Panax horridum have

large leaves for high latitudes. Within the tropics a great num-
ber of the leaves of shrubs and trees are compound, and veiy

frequently composed of a multitude of small leaflets, which give
a most pleasing appearance ; the numerous species of Mimosa and
Acacia usually possess them. In others these organs hardly
deserve the name of leaves : in Erica they are much contracted,
and in Pinus and Abies more resemble petioles destitute of

laminae, being in fact needle-shaped. In Tamariscinece, Casua-

rina and Ephedra, the leaves are reduced to scales or mere points.
2. The outline, or method in which they are separated into

lobes or divisions. —
Very striking is the appearance of that useful

tree the Artocarpus incisa, with its large leaves divided into deep
and numerous lacinise. Clustered as this tree is in groves around
the habitations of the natives, it conveys an aspect to the scenery

strictly Polynesian. As further instances may be mentioned
the species of Platanus, some Sterculice, and the characteristic

Carica papaya.
3. As to consistence. —The leaves of herbaceous plants, espe-

cially those of the wet season of warm climates, are frequently

very soft and flaccid, and filled with a quantity of aqueous juice.

Evergreen trees have their leaves chiefly of a tough and leathery
consistence

; many of the trees and shrubs bearing this kind of

leaves are natives of subtropical regions, as the evergreen oaks,

many Phillyrecs, and Olea europcea. In some the mesophyll is

more than usually developed, as in Hoya carnosa ; and in the

members of Crassulacea and Ficoidece it is carried to excess in

their shapeless and succulent leaves.

4. It would be difficult to describe the numerous shades of

green, though, when masses of vegetation are contrasted, they are

thrown out and become prominent. During the vigour of vege-
tation other shades are occasionally developed. In some species
of Fuchsia, Begonia and Amaranthus, the leaves possess a very
decided pink. Some have a silvery hue on their under surface,

though this appearance may be sometimes dependent on the

presence of hairs. It is chiefly in the autumn that leaves take

on their dififerent colours, and which are often excessively varied ;

but as Vitality is then ceasing, these appearances are rather

attendant on disorganization.
5. As to the direction of their surfaces. —It is usual with ex-
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ogenous plants to have their leaves horizontal, thus forming a

right angle with the stem, or with their points inclining towards

the horizon. Some depart from this, as the Salioc bahylonica, and
the weeping variety of Fraxinus excelsior. In endogenous plants,
on the contrary, the leaves generally tend towards a vertical po-

sition, which perhaps their weight prevents them from attaining ;

so that it is customary to find them forming an angle of 45*^ with

the horizon. The mixture of the large herbaceous Endogence with

a vegetation chiefly exogenous, conveys a remarkable character to

the physiognomy.
Besides the peculiar features offered by leaves, there are others

which will be occasionally prominent. They may be found in

the unusual development, or some idiosjmcrasy, of the various

organs, and are perhaps only discoverable in particular instances.

Sometimes the inflorescence is the source ; at others the flowers,

fruit, or floral appendages. Very different is the appearance of

the trees of some species of Cassia laden with their long slender

black pods and light pale foliage, from a grove of Hibiscus and

Psidium in the Pacific, or of Melastoma in the Brazils.

A general impression is conveyed by the prevalence of certain

colours in flowers ; in some situations nothing but yellow flowers

are seen, in others only white or blue, till the repetition is almost

tiring. The varieties of colours, being dependent on the presence
of heat and light, alter with the latitude ; hence a relation between

the two can be established. For the same reason there will exist

a similar relation with the seasons of the year. Colours have

been arranged by Schubler and Funk under two series which

they have called oxidized and deoxidized ; but DeCandolle pro-

posed to call them respectively xanthic and cyanic, from the ge-
neral prevalence of the colours in each. This arrangement

*
ap-

pears to have been chosen with considerable happiness, since

most flowers range themselves under one or the other, and it

aff^ords a basis by which colours can be compared and their re-

lative importance ascertained. There is one variety of coloration

which they take no notice of further than to give their reasons

for not assigning it a place in their series, and this is white. The
reasons seem good and philosophical in theory, but in practice it

will sometimes be impossible to assign every white flower to some

particular colour, as is recommended ;
I shall therefore venture

to use it as a colour for the present, according to general opinion.
White or pale-coloured flowers prevail over all others ; they are

* These series are developed in their *

Untersuchungen liber die Farben
der Bluthen,' 1825. Some details may be met with in DeCandolle's *

Phy-
siologie Vegetale/ torn. ii. pp. 901-924, and in the Library of Useful Know-

ledge, Bofany, pt. 4. pp. 120-124, by Dr. Lindley.
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abundant in all latitudes particularly high ; among the plants of

the spring they are more numerous than those of the autumn.

Though common in the tropics they are rarer than in northern

latitudes, and are more frequent in alpine situations than in the

plains. The xanthic series of colours are most numerous in situ-

ations exposed to the heat and brilliancy of the sun^s rays ; hence

their comparative abundance within the tropics in the autumn,
and in the plains over the mountains. This latter circumstance

seems to have been noticed by the inhabitants of Peru, for we are

told that in referring to the colours of the flowers, it is com-

mon for them to say, Oro en la costa, plata en la sierra (gold on

the coast, silver in the mountains) ; in the truth of which they
are borne out by nature. Yellow is frequent in some natural

families, as Composites, where it very generally prevails. Though
flowers of the cyanic series are plentifully mixed with the xanthic,
their preponderance is in other latitudes or diff'erent seasons.

Some of the intense blues and violets delight in the clear skies of

subtropic regions, whence might be inferred a partiality to a clear

transparent atmosphere over one, though warmer, yet often teem-

ing with aqueous vapour. Myrtacea, essentially a tropical family,
has not a single blue flower. Fruits, coloured branches or stems,
the internal woody structure, can all be ranged under these two
heads ; thus the number of xanthic woods within the tropics is

considerable.

I could not neglect the opportunities which have occurred to

me to obtain some statistical details respecting the colours of

flowers, and a portion of my observations are subjoined in the

Table.

Colours.



Xanthic.
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